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[1] In a companion paper, we derived the high-frequency, compressible, dissipative
polarization relations for gravity waves (GWs) propagating in the thermosphere.
In this paper, we apply the results to nighttime thermospheric observations of a GW
over Alaska on 9–10 January 2010. Using a vertically-pointed Fabry-Perot interferometer
(FPI) at Poker Flat that measured vertical wind perturbations (w′) and two FPIs that
measured the line-of-sight (LOS) velocities in four common volumes, we inferred a GW
ground-based period �32.7 � 0.3 min, horizontal wavelength lH = 1094 � 408 km,
horizontal ground-based phase speed cH � 560 � 210 m/s, and propagation azimuth
q � 33.5 � 15.8� east-of-north. We compared the phase shifts and amplitude ratios of
this GW with that predicted by the GW dissipative polarization relations derived in
the companion paper, enabled by the ability of the FPIs to measure fundamental
GW parameters (wind and temperature perturbations). We find that GWs with
lH � 700–1100 km, lz � �500 to �350 km, q � 15 to 50�, and cH � 350–560 m/s
agree with the observations if the primary contribution to the 630-nm emission was
near the upper portion of that layer. The source of GW was likely thermospheric
given the large intrinsic phase speed of the wave. Possible sources are discussed,
the most likely of which are related to the onset of auroral activity near the
time that the wave was initially observed.
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1. Introduction

[2] Gravity waves (GWs) are ubiquitous in the thermo-
sphere [e.g., Bristow et al., 1996; Djuth et al., 1997, 2004;
Oliver et al., 1997]. (Here, by GW, we refer to acoustic
gravity waves [Hines, 1960].) Increasing observational and
modeling evidence suggests that some GWs generated in the
lower atmosphere (e.g., from deep convection, mountain
wave breaking, weather fronts) may propagate into the
thermosphere, where they eventually dissipate [Bauer, 1958;
Georges, 1968; Roettger, 1977; Hung and Kuo, 1978;
Waldock and Jones, 1987; Kelley, 1997; Hocke and Tsuda,

2001; Bishop et al., 2006; Vadas and Nicolls, 2009].
Although this dissipation altitude depends sensitively on the
vertical wavelength, lz, and the background temperature, T ,
most GWs from the lower atmosphere dissipate below z <
�300 km [Vadas, 2007; Fritts and Vadas, 2008]. The
momentum deposited during the dissipation of these GWs
excites secondary/tertiary GWs [Vadas and Liu, 2009,
2011]. These secondary/tertiary GWs can propagate to alti-
tudes of 300–500 km before dissipating because of their
large intrinsic frequencies, phase speeds, and vertical
wavelengths [Vadas, 2007]. GWs are also excited at high
latitudes in the thermosphere by Joule heating, particle pre-
cipitation, and the Lorentz forcing that accompanies the
rapidly-evolving aurora [e.g., Chimonas and Hines, 1970;
Chimonas and Peltier, 1970; Francis, 1973; Walterscheid
et al., 1985; Mayr et al., 1984a, 1984b, 1987, 1990; Hocke
and Schlegel, 1996; Herrero et al., 1984]. These GWs can
also propagate to 300–500 km before dissipating [Richmond,
1978; Hajkowicz, 1990; Tsugawa et al., 2003; Nicolls et al.,
2004; Ford et al., 2006, 2008; Bruinsma and Forbes, 2009].
[3] Fabry-Perot interferometers (FPIs) routinely measure

the neutral wind in the auroral thermosphere using the 630-nm
OI line. The emission layer may extend from 200–300 km
altitude and is generated by particle impact. During soft
particle precipitation events, the centroid altitude is typically
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located near 240–250 km with the exact altitude dependent
upon the characteristic energy of the soft particle flux. In the
absence of soft particle precipitation, the 630-nm nightglow
emission is much weaker but is located in the same altitude
range or slightly higher. Because of relatively large errors
(10–25 ms�1) arising from the use of a photomultiplier as the
detector, the emphasis of these instruments has been on the
horizontal neutral winds [e.g., Nagy et al., 1974; Sica et al.,
1986a, 1986b], with only a few studies focussing on the
vertical neutral wind [e.g., Aruliah and Rees, 1995; Innis
et al., 1997; Smith, 1998].
[4] Errors in line-of-sight (LOS) wind determination have

decreased significantly with the switch to imaging CCD
detectors in recent years [Aruliah et al., 2005; Ford et al.,
2006, 2008; Meriwether et al., 2011; Makela et al., 2011].
The advantage of these imaging FPI observations over
imaging all-sky FPI observations [e.g., Conde and Smith,
1995; Conde et al., 2001; Aruliah et al., 2010] during times
of auroral activity is the ability to detect small Doppler shifts
with errors of only several ms�1 in a given direction. The
field-of-view (FOV) of FPI observations of the thermo-
spheric region is narrow, typically �1�. Thus, the 630-nm
Doppler shift is observed over a spatial extent of 4–5 km,
minimizing the extent of any horizontal spatial averaging of
the GW event observed. For these systems, the error for a
Doppler shift measurement may be as small as 1–3 ms�1 for
an exposure time of 90 s, and the detection of GW wind
fluctuations is readily possible when the emission intensity is
high. As we demonstrate in this paper, a set of several FPIs
which observe multiple common volumes in sequence can
then enable the determination of the horizontal wavelength
and direction of propagation of an observed GW.
[5] Because the altitudinal thickness of the nightglow OI

630-nm emission is 75–100 km, GWs with ∣lz∣ ≪ 100 km
may be difficult to detect. In particular, this effect reduces
sensitivity to GWs from common lower atmospheric sources
such as deep convective plumes and wave breaking near the
mesopause (except those with ∣lz∣ > 100 km that have rel-
atively small amplitudes) [Vadas et al., 2003, 2009; Fritts
and Alexander, 2003]. However, many aurorally-generated
and secondary/tertiary GWs have ∣lz∣ > 100 km, thereby
allowing for their detection by FPI systems. Although FPIs
can observe these GWs, they cannot directly measure their
vertical wavelengths. Yet a GW can only be reverse ray-
traced accurately (for source identification) if all three
components of a GW’s wave vector is known. A method to
infer lz from FPI measurements would therefore be benefi-
cial for GW source studies. Such a method is described in
our companion paper, and involves the measurement of the
phase shifts and amplitude ratios of the components of
observed GWs (such as horizontal/vertical winds and tem-
peratures) [Vadas and Nicolls, 2012, hereinafter VN2012].
In that paper, we derive the full, compressible polarization
relations for high-frequency GWs (with periods less than a
few hours) which dissipate from kinematic viscosity and
thermal diffusivity in the thermosphere. We then show that

the phase shifts and amplitude ratios of the GW components
depend sensitively and uniquely on lH, lz, the GW’s
intrinsic frequency, and the background parameters at the
measurement altitude (such as the kinematic viscosity,
buoyancy period, and density scale height).
[6] In section 2, we obtain the parameters for a GW

observed on 9–10 January 2010 using observations from
three FPIs, an all-sky imaging Fabry-Perot Spectrometer (the
Poker Flat Scanning Doppler Imager, or SDI, which will be
described in section 2.5), and the Poker Flat Incoherent
Scatter Radar (PFISR). Section 3 compares the phase shifts
and amplitude ratios associated with the GW polarization
relations (derived in VN2012) with these observations.
Section 4 contains a discussion of possible GW sources, and
section 5 contains our conclusions.

2. Observations of a Gravity Wave
on 9–10 January 2010 in Alaska

2.1. Observational Setup and Geometry of FPIs

[7] The imaging FPI neutral wind and temperature mea-
surements reported in this paper were obtained with a network
of three Fabry-Perot observatories located at the Davis Science
Center at Poker Flat (which will be referred to as PKZ and
PKR) and the Geophysical Institute Optical Observatory in
Fort Yukon (which will be referred to as FYU). The latitudes
and longitudes of these sites are given in Table 1. Data from
the fourth Fabry-Perot observatory in Eagle, Alaska that allow
for tri-static measurements were not available. PKZ measured
the neutral vertical wind and temperature directly over Poker
Flat in 90 s exposures. Every 10 exposures, a dark (D) and
laser (L) image were obtained for calibration purposes. PKR
and FYU measured the LOS neutral winds at 4 roughly com-
mon-volume (CV) regions east of Poker Flat and south of
Fort Yukon. A two-axis steerable periscope was used to
observe these CV regions and maintain the pointing accuracy
to �0.1�. An observing sequence of CV1, CV2, CV3, and
CV4, Z (zenith), D, and L required a cadence of 8.5 min. The
geometry of these observations is shown in Figure 1.
[8] The optical characteristics of PKZ and FYU were simi-

lar. The spacer gap was 1.5 cm, the number of rings per image
was 5 for FYU and 3 for PKZ. PKR had an aperture of 10 cm
and an etalon with a 1-cm gap separation. The apertures for
PKZ and FYU were 7 cm and 10 cm, respectively. The
detector for each FPI was a back-thinned CCD detector with a
quantum efficiency at 630 nm of �90%. The dark noise level
was negligible at �0.0005 counts per pixel per second.
[9] The analysis of the images is described in Meriwether

et al. [2011] and Makela et al. [2011]. Each image ring
center was determined so that the one-dimensional interfer-
ogram could be computed by breaking up each image into
equal-area annuli. Typically, the number of annuli per image
was 500 for PKZ and FYU. The number of annuli was 200
for PKR, which had only one order. These interferograms
were fit by a four-parameter model using a non-linear least
squares fitting process to determine the best estimation of the
Doppler line center, the Doppler width, the area, and the
continuum background. The Doppler shift was inferred by
comparison of the Doppler line center with a zenith refer-
ence. For PKZ, the zenith reference was based upon the laser
image observations. The line center positions of these laser
interferograms were shifted by a constant offset to adjust for

Table 1. FPI Site Locations

Location Latitude (�N) Longitude (�E)

Poker Flat (PKR and PKZ) 65.118 �147.433
Fort Yukon (FYU) 66.560 �145.214
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the phase difference between the laser line center and the
630-nm line center. This offset was determined by averaging
all of the offsets between the zenith and the laser line centers
using the assumption that the averaged zenith wind over the
entire night was zero. With this procedure, an accurate esti-
mate of the zenith reference was obtained. The Doppler
stability for PKZ was excellent, with a drift of �10–20 ms�1

over 15 h. The stability for FYU and PKR was �100–
150 ms�1 over 10–15 h.
[10] The vertical wind for PKZ and the LOS winds for

PKR and FYU was computed by subtracting the zenith ref-
erence from the line center positions. The measurement error
depended on the auroral 630-nm intensity. During quiet
periods, the source emission is dominated by the 630-nm
nightglow, and the measurement error typically varies
between 5–10 ms�1. During active auroral conditions, the
measurement error can be as small as �1–2 ms�1 for a
source emission of 500 R to 5 kR. These LOS Doppler shift
measurements represent a weighted average of the thermo-
spheric wind from 200–225 to 275–300 km altitude, which
represents the vertical extent of the auroral 630-nm emission
layer. The same altitude limits apply to the 630-nm night-
glow layer. The neutral background wind within this altitude
range is believed to be relatively constant because the vis-
cosity of the fluid is sufficiently high to remove significant
altitude gradients [Rishbeth, 1972].

2.2. FPI Vertical Winds and Temperatures

[11] The FPI observatory operated during the nighttime in
January 2010. Many nights showed indications of wave
activity. On 9–10 January, strong “monochromatic” wave
structure was observed. Although some soft particle

precipitation was observed and there was a significant
increase in the 630-nm emission (Figure 2a), the aurora was
not especially active this night. Figure 2b shows the mea-
sured vertical velocity and temperature perturbations from
2500–2900 LT (LT = UT-9 h), where the averaged value
from 2630 to 2800 LT has been subtracted. The average
temperature and vertical velocities during this time period
were T ≈ 636 K and w ≈ 18 m=s. Note that the error bars on
the temperature measurements were smallest when the signal
intensity is large from 2630 to 2800 LT. Correlated, mono-
chromatic oscillations in both T and w were clearly visible
from 2600 to 2830 LT. These periodic fluctuations were
seen superimposed upon a long-period wave structure with
upward wind during the period of auroral activity (26–
28 LT) of �15–20 ms�1 that were preceded by a period of
downward wind of �25–30 ms�1 near 20 LT. This form of a
long-period downward and upward vertical wind structure
observed in conjunction with auroral activity that appeared
during the period of upward motion has been reported else-
where [Aruliah and Rees, 1995; Innis et al., 1997; Smith,
1998], and will not be discussed further here. The wave
period of the monochromatic wave series was seen to be tr ≈
32 min. Although there was considerable uncertainty and
variability, the temperature perturbations led the vertical
velocity perturbations by �80�, and had amplitudes of T ′ ≈
17 K and w′ ≈ 15 m/s.

2.3. FPI LOS Winds, and Deduced Background Winds

[12] We utilize the LOS winds from PKR and FYU to
resolve the winds at the CV locations. A given LOS wind
measurement i corresponds to,

Ui ¼ Uae þ Van þWaz ð1Þ

where (U, V, W) is the neutral wind vector and

â ¼ ae; an; azð Þ ¼ cos q sin f; cos q cos f; sin qð Þ ð2Þ

Figure 2. PKZ measurements on the night of 9–10 January
2010. (a) Signal (in Rayleighs). (b) w� w (in m/s) (solid
line) and T � T (in K) (dashed line) smoothed with a 5-point
running average. w ¼ 18 m=s and T ¼ 636 K are averages
from 2630 to 2800 LT. The error bars are shown by solid
lines.

Figure 1. Observing geometry relative to Poker Flat (PKR)
for bistatic FPI measurements from PKR and Fort Yukon
(FYU) at four different �common volumes (CV1–CV4).
Triangles (squares) denote PKR (FYU) observing locations
at the heights of 220 km and 280 km that are connected by
solid lines to show the possible range of 630-nm emission.
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for a look-direction at azimuth f and elevation angle q.
The subscripts “e”, “n”, and “z” refer to eastward, north-
ward, and vertical directions, respectively. To get a general
understanding of the consistency of the measurements for
the 4 CVs, we first assume that the vertical wind, W, is
negligible (this assumption will be relaxed shortly). Then
the two measurements at each CV can be used to determine
U and V. The resulting U and V for each CV are shown in
Figures 3a and 3b. The winds are generally consistent from
CV to CV, and are generally southeastward and relatively
uniform for the post-midnight period from �2630–2800 LT.

This suggests that the background vertical winds are sig-
nificantly smaller than the horizontal winds.
[13] We now calculate the background, mean U, V, and

W winds over the entire volume. We assume that these
background winds are spatially uniform over the entire
region, and use the 8 LOS measurements at each time t
to resolve averaged U, V, and W. (Note that with 3
unknowns and 8 measurements, the solution is overde-
termined.) These background winds do not include the
wind components of the GWs, which will be inferred
from the measurements in the next section. This approach

Figure 3. (a, b) Zonal and meridional winds, respectively, computed at all four CVs (each denoted with a
different symbol) assuming W = 0. (c, d) Average background winds, assuming the winds are uniform
over the entire region. Figure 3c shows U (black), V (red), and Figure 3d showsW (blue) obtained by com-
bining LOS measurements from all CVs.
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can be expressed in matrix form as [e.g., Nicolls et al.,
2010]

U1

U2

⋮
U8

0
BB@

1
CCA ¼

a1e a1n a1z
a2e a2n a2z
⋮ ⋮ ⋮
a8e a8n a8z

0
BB@

1
CCA

U
V
W

0
@

1
A ð3Þ

or

Ulos ¼ AU: ð4Þ

The solution for U is then

U ¼ ATC�1A
� ��1

ATC�1Ulos ð5Þ
where C is the covariance matrix of the measurements,
assumed to be diagonal. These results are shown, with
errors estimated from the mean square error of the
inversion, in Figure 3d. The results are in good agree-
ment with the CV estimates from panels a and b. The

background W is in general within �20–50 m/s. Errors
on the resolved background winds (not including the
measurement errors) are approximately 10–20 m/s.

2.4. Wave Parameters Inferred
From FPI Measurements

[14] The LOS winds from PKR and FYU, and the vertical
winds from PKR, were band-pass filtered to identify GWs
with periods of 22–42 mins. Prior to filtering, the data were
interpolated to a uniform sampling rate. The sampling rate
for the LOS CV measurements was �7.5 mins and the
sampling rate for the PKZ vertical winds was �1.2 mins.
[15] A measured LOS wind perturbation ũi (for LOS i)

caused by a GW can be written as:

~ui ¼ ~uae þ ~van þ ~waz; ð6Þ
where ~u;~v; ~wð Þ are the components of the GW velocity
vector (scaled to remove the exponential growth of the GW).
If the GW wave vector does not vary in the horizontal

Figure 4. (top) Forward model results at the location of Poker Flat: u′ (black solid), v′ (blue solid),
w′ (red solid), and derived GW horizontal velocity amplitude uH0′ (green solid). We also show the mea-
sured, filtered vertical velocity (red dashed). (middle and bottom) Forward model results (dashed) and
measurements (solid) of the LOS velocities at all four CVs from PKR (blue) and FYU (black). The errors
on LOS velocity measurements were assumed to be �7.5 m/s, including geophysical variation.
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direction, then the GW velocity components at time t at the
CV location (xi, yi, zi) can be written, for example, as:

~u ¼ ~u0 exp i kxi þ ‘yi þ mzi � wrtð Þ½ �: ð7Þ

Then, equation (6) becomes

~ui ¼ ~u0ae þ ~v0an þ ~w0az½ �ei kxiþ‘yiþmzi�wr tð Þ: ð8Þ

For measurements relative to (x0, y0, z0, t0), and assuming
that all measurements are made at the same altitude (i.e.,
zi = z0), we can write the GW LOS perturbation, from
equation (8), as

~ui tð Þ ¼ ~u0′ae þ ~v0an þ ~w0az½ �eiai ð9Þ

where the phase is ai ¼ k xi � x0ð Þ þ ‘ yi � y0ð Þ �
wr t � t0ð Þ þ b, and b is a constant phase offset at (x0, y0, z0, t0).
[16] Following equation 20 from VN2012 relating the

zonal and meridional wind components to the horizontal
wind component, we write the GW velocity amplitudes as

~u0 ¼ k

kH
~uH0;~v0 ¼ ‘

kH
~uH0; ~w0 ¼ beiy~uH0 ð10Þ

where ~uH0 is the GW horizontal velocity amplitude, b~uH0

is the GW vertical velocity amplitude (b is a scaling factor),
and y is the phase difference between the GW vertical and
horizontal velocity components. Then, equation (9) becomes

ui′ tð Þ ¼ k

kH
ae þ ‘

kH
an þ beiyaz

� �
uH0′ eiai : ð11Þ

Using measurements of ~ui as a function of time at multiple
locations, we can then fit for the unknown parameters: wr, k,
‘, y, uH0′ , b, and b.
[17] Using the data from 2630–2800 LT, the LOS data from

PKR and FYU as well as the vertical wind data from PKZ
were fit using this procedure. To account for the smearing of
the gravity wave perturbations horizontally and vertically over
the emission layer, the emission layer was assumed to be
centered at 260 km with a half-width of 100 km. The forward
model then included a spatially weighted average over the

emission layer and a smoothing in time given by the integra-
tion time of the measurements (7.5 mins for the PKR and FYU
measurements). In order to identify a global minimum solution,
a fitting procedure was performed wherein the initial guess for
the unknown horizontal wavelength and the propagation azi-
muth were varied systematically. For each fit, the initial value
of the phase angles (y and b) were chosen randomly, and
this was repeated�100 times with different initial conditions.
The best solution was chosen as that with the lowest squared
2-norm of the residual.
[18] The results of the fitting procedure are shown in

Figure 4. Figure 4 (top) shows the fitted wave at the location of
Poker Flat. The vertical velocity leads the horizontal velocity,
and the fitted and measured vertical velocities are very similar
before 28 LT. The wave could be propagating either northeast
(NE)ward or southwest(SW)ward, as suggested by u′ and v′
being in phase. Because v′ > u′, the GW is propagating more
meridionally than zonally. Figure 4 (bottom) shows the fitted
and measured LOS velocities at the locations of the 4 CVs. In
general, the results agree reasonably well; however, the LOS
velocity measured at CV1 is much larger than the fitted value
at 2645–2745 LT. Therefore, while the fit is good for these
data, there are significant differences between the measured
and fitted values, leading to a possible misestimation of uH0′.
In addition, the results of the fit are sensitive to the chosen time
window for the analysis.
[19] Table 2 shows the forward model results and average

background wind. Because the results are sensitive to the
chosen time window, we utilize the 2s confidence intervals
as most representative of the errors of these results. We find
this GW to be medium to large scale, with a horizontal
wavelength lH = 1094 � 409 km (i.e. lH � 685–1503 km),
a ground-based period tr = 32.7 � 0.2 min, and a cor-
responding ground-based phase speed cH � 350–770 m/s.
The wave was determined to be propagating NEward at an
azimuth angle (clockwise from north) q = 33.5 � 15.8�. A
solution for a GW propagating SWward was also found;
however, this solution was unphysical (see below), and so
was discarded. The GW vertical velocity leads the horizontal
velocity in time by 32.4 � 19.4�. Because this difference
is statistically different from zero, it implies a GW vertical
wavelength of ∣lz∣ � (2–4)pH such that compressible effects
are somewhat important (VN2012).
[20] Note that there were other solutions with similar (but

not quite as low) squared 2-norm of the residuals. In par-
ticular, a reasonably good solution was found for a SWward-
propagating wave with a short horizontal wavelength (lH <
100 km). However, this solution is confirmed as unlikely
given that such a wave would be propagating with the wind,
leading to a negative intrinsic frequency, which is an
unphysical solution. Thus, we believe the solution that the
fitting technique converged on is the most likely, both on
statistical and physical grounds.
[21] We used a slightly different procedure to fit the PKZ

temperature and vertical velocity data to determine the phase
relationship between those parameters. The data from the
PKZ instrument were unequally-spaced and had small data
gaps. First, we subtract the mean for w′ and T ′, then we fit
using the unfiltered data. These results are shown in Figure 5
and Table 3. We see that the fitted results agree reasonably
well with the data before 2745 LT. The phase difference
between T ′ and w′ is �81.4 � 56.5�, and the average

Table 2. Wave Parameters Using LOS Wind Measurements From
PKR and FYU as Well as Vertical Wind Measurements From PKZ,
Using Data From 2630–2800 LTa

Value 1s CI 2s CI

Period, t (min) 32.7 0.1 0.2
Background Zonal Wind, U (m/s) 91.9 34.2b –
Background Meridional Wind,

V (m/s)
�127.8 25.8b –

Intrinsic Period, tIr (min) 29.7 1.5 2.9
Horizontal Wavelength, lH (km) 1094.1 206.4 408.6
Propagation Azimuth, q (deg) 33.5� 8.0� 15.8�
Horizontal Wave Amplitude,

uH0′ (m/s)
28.5 4.2 8.3

Vertical Wave Amplitude, ∣w0′ ∣ (m/s) 18.9 0.1 0.2
Ratio of Vertical to Horizontal

Amplitude, ∣w0′=uH0′ ∣
0.66 0.15 0.29

Phase Offset between w′ and uH′ ,
y (deg)

�32.4� 9.8� 19.4�

aReduced c2 of fit is 0.72.
bStandard deviation.
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background temperature is T ¼ 640 K. We will compare
these results with GW dissipative theory in section 3.

2.5. Poker Flat SDI Observations

[22] It is desirable to confirm the direction of propagation
extracted from the previous analysis. This is especially true
since the extracted horizontal wavelength was large and
error-prone, a result of the small and difficult-to-measure
phase delay between different LOS measurements. The
Poker Flat SDI, an all-sky imaging Fabry-Perot spectrometer
[Conde and Smith, 1995, 1997, 1998], was also operating on
this night. This system and its operation has been most
recently described in Conde and Nicolls [2010]. The SDI
divides its 75� field-of-view (FOV) into 115 observing
zones, within each of which the LOS neutral wind can be
determined. The tradeoff with the all-sky measurements
(that allows, for example, for spatially resolved wind mea-
surements) is a larger FOV of each LOS measurement as
compared to the FPI measurements previously described, as
well as reduced sensitivity in any single zone.
[23] Zones were selected where wave perturbations were

clearly observed and zenith angles were sufficiently small
(such that the FOV of the zones was not too large). These
zones and corresponding LOS wind perturbations are shown
in Figure 6 as a function of zonal and meridional distance
from Poker Flat. The selected zones were in the region
overhead and northward of Poker Flat, where signal inten-
sities were highest, and hence errors were lowest. The
approximate FOV of each zone at 300 km is plotted; for
the overhead zone, the FOV extends �24�, with a radius of

�60 km at 300-km altitude. Altitude variation of the emis-
sion layer extends the FOV of each zone. Linearly detrended
LOS winds are plotted as black curves, and band-pass fil-
tered LOS winds (similar to the previous section) are plotted
as red curves, for the time period 2630–2800 LT.
[24] In Figure 7, we plot the wind perturbations from

selected zones as a function of time and horizontal distance
from the first zone. The zones plotted in each column have
been selected to lie on an approximately horizontal line, the
azimuth of which is shown above each plot. The first column
corresponds to a �northeastward line, the second to a
�northward line, the third to an �eastward line, and the
fourth to a �northwestward line. The perturbations show a
wave with a period of �35 mins, roughly consistent with the
results from the previous section. The first two columns
show consistency with a �northward propagating wave: the
perturbations (ignoring the possibility of spatial aliasing) are
seen first in the most southward zones. The third column
shows perturbations that are roughly in phase, also consis-
tent with a predominantly northward-propagating wave.

Figure 5. (a) Temperature with mean subtracted (points
with error bars), filtered temperature perturbations (solid
line), and forward model fit (dashed line). (b) Same for ver-
tical wind.

Table 3. PKZWave Parameters, Using Data From 2630–2800 LTa

Value 1s CI 2s CI

Period, t (min) 33.2 0.6 1.2
Temperature Amplitude, T0′ (K) 16.6 6.1 12.2
Vertical Wave Amplitude, w0′ (m/s) 14.7 1.6 3.2
Phase Offset between T ′ and w′ (deg) �81.4� 28.5� 56.5�
100(T0′/T)/w0′ 0.18 0.07 0.14

aReduced c2 of fit is 11.3.

Figure 6. Poker Flat SDI observations of line-of-sight
winds from selected zones for the period 2630–2800 LT
(1130–1300 UT). Black lines correspond to linearly detrended
LOS winds, and red lines correspond to filtered winds. Zones
are numbered and the approximate field-of-view of each
zoe at 300 km altitude is plotted.
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[25] A cross-correlation analysis was performed to iden-
tify the dominant phase offset between all zones. The best fit
from this cross-correlation analysis are shown as the gray
lines-of-constant-phase in Figure 7. These phase offsets
(assuming no aliasing) were resolved into a horizontal
wavelength and propagation azimuth. The results of this
analysis were lH = 442 � 166 km and q = 10.9 � 19�. The
results were sensitive to the chosen zones, but azimuths
ranged from ��10� to 60�, and horizontal wavelengths
from 200–300 km up to about 1000 km.
[26] These results are broadly similar to and confirm those

of the previous section, with the exception of the deduced
horizontal wavelength of the wave, which is quite a bit
smaller. Given the large errors on the deduced horizontal
wavelength in the previous section, and the fact that the
measurements are not exactly co-located, we do not place
much emphasis on this discrepancy. For the remainder of
this paper, we will use the results of section 2.4.

2.6. PFISR Observations

[27] PFISR, co-located with the PKZ instrument, can also
observe GWs. In contrast to daytime measurements [Nicolls
and Heinselman, 2007; Vadas and Nicolls, 2008], reason-
able nighttime, winter measurements are typically only
available during auroral conditions. Although PFISR can in
principle detect GWs during these conditions, the rapid
variability induced by auroral precipitation and convection
can make detection and identification difficult.
[28] On 10 January 2010, from 07–13 UT (i.e., 22–26 LT

on 9–10 January), PFISR operated in a mode with 5 beams
clustered around the local magnetic zenith. None of the

beams looked directly vertically. The signal-to-noise ratio
from the long pulse showed a period of very weak precipi-
tation prior to �1145 UT followed by a period of enhanced
precipitation, as shown by the raw electron density Ne in
Figure 8 (top left). Most of the variability in Ne was due to
auroral processes, and without the knowledge of a wave
present from the Fabry-Perot data, we would not attempt to
identify any gravity wave effects from the PFISR measure-
ments. Figure 8 (top right) shows the filtered electron den-
sity perturbations, dNe=Ne . Fluctuations with a period of
�30 min are visible. Because of the small beam spacing, lH
and q could not be determined for this wave as has been
done previously [Nicolls and Heinselman, 2007].
[29] Figure 8 (bottom left) shows the LOS ion speeds

(Vlos). The data contains dominant high-frequency compo-
nents. The lower right panel shows Vlos smoothed over
13 min, as well as band-pass filtered. Perturbations with a
period around �30 min are visible in a spectral analysis (not
shown) and in the smoothed results. The amplitude of the
perturbations seems to increase with altitude, the expected
behavior for a traveling ionospheric disturbance (TID)
induced by a non-dissipating GW. At the two middle alti-
tudes, the wave phase progresses downward in time, indi-
cating an upward-propagating GW. At z = 310 km, the wave
has a somewhat smaller period, which might be due to
auroral or other plasma effects.
[30] In order to estimate the vertical wavelength, lz, of

this wave, we cross-correlate the filtered signals at 240 and
275 km altitude and find a peak within the approximate
range of delays �1.73–3.3 min. PFISR’s beam was pointed

Figure 7. LOS wind perturbations for selected zones from Figure 6. The average azimuth of the horizon-
tal line connecting the measurements is indicated in the title, and the zone number is indicated to the right
of each dashed line. Black lines correspond to linearly detrended LOS winds, and red lines correspond to
filtered winds. The gray diagonal line connecting the zones is the estimated line-of-constant-phase as
described in the text.
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at an azimuth of �153� (SWward). We estimate lz by
inputting the GW parameters lH and q (see Table 2) into
equation 29 of Vadas and Nicolls [2009]. Including the
errors from the GW parameters, these results lead to vertical
wavelength estimates within the range of ��350 to �800
km. Note that errors caused by propagation of the 2s errors
on the fitted parameters (from Table 2) are much smaller
(�10–50 km) than the errors in determining the vertical
phase velocity of the wave, ∣Vph∣.
[31] These values of lz correspond to a vertical phase

velocity Vph ≈ �180 to �410 ms�1, a range which is repre-
sented by the thin, nearly vertical dashed lines in Figure 8
(bottom right). We overplot these dashed lines in the upper
right panel, and see that the dNe=Ne phase lines agree

reasonably well with these results, indicating that this wave
seems to be visible in both the Ne and Vlos measurements.
However, it is unclear how much of the density perturbations
is caused by auroral ionization enhancements and transport.
[32] Plasma oscillations are induced by a GW via neutral-

ion collisions. The Vlos perturbations looking up the mag-
netic field line should be approximately equal to the GW’s
vertical velocity, w′, since the magnetic field is nearly ver-
tical at Poker Flat, with a dip angle �77.5� [Nicolls and
Heinselman, 2007]. Figure 9 (top) shows a comparison of
w′ measured by PKZ and Vlos measured by PFISR, and the
band-pass filtered signals. Although the PFISR data are
noisy, we see that w′ and Vlos have approximately equal
amplitudes, the expected result if the neutral GW pushes the

Figure 8. (top left) Raw electron density, Ne, 1 minute data, measured by PFISR. (top right) dNe=Ne.
Ne was determined by applying a 50 min low-pass filter. dNe was determined by using a 20 min running
average and subtracting Ne. The thin dashed line shows v̂ from the bottom right panel. (bottom left) Vlos in
m/s (with mean subtracted) after smoothing with a 3 point (3 min) running average (thin gray lines with
dots). These values are shown at the 4 altitudes of 205, 240, 275, and 310 km, as shown by the dashed
horizontal lines. (bottom right) 13-minute smoothed Vlos (gray dots) along with a polynomial fit (gray
dashed line). Dark black lines show the result of band-pass filtering Vlos (from 25 to 40 min). The thin
dashed line shows the range of extracted vertical phase velocities, Vph ≈ �180 to �410 m/s.
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ions via ion drag at this location. Additionally, the PFISR
signal leads the PKZ signal by �6 minutes. This is consis-
tent with a northward propagating wave, because PKZ is
observing directly above Poker, while the PFISR beam
intersects the thermosphere south of Poker Flat.
[33] Conde and Nicolls [2010] compared the ion temper-

ature, Ti, from PFISR and the neutral temperature, T, from
the Poker Flat SDI, and found that they agree reasonably
well, even over short time periods, for long-term (several-
month) data sets. Figure 9 (bottom) shows T measured by
PKZ and Ti measured by PFISR, and the band-pass filtered
signals. The absolute temperature values agree well, in
agreement with Conde and Nicolls [2010]. Additionally, the
perturbation amplitudes are quite similar. As expected, the
PFISR signal leads the FPI signal.

3. Comparison of GW Dissipative
Theory With Measurements

[34] We now compare the extracted GW parameters with
the GW dissipative dispersion and polarization relations
derived in the companion paper (VN2012). The GW para-
meters, phase shifts, and component amplitudes determined
by the FPI forward model results and PFISR observations
are quite extensive, and contain crucial information on the
GW temperature and amplitude perturbations that allow us
to make a direct comparison with theory. Each determined

result, such as wr, ∣w0′=uH0′ ∣, or the phase shift between w′
and u′H, restricts the range of lH, lz, and q allowed by this
dissipative theory. It is important to compare these results
and observations with the GW theory presented in VN2012
to see if there is a region of overlap between these restricted
ranges of allowed GW parameters. Such an overlap in GW
parameter space is essential for validating the GW theory
and its inherent assumptions.
[35] The altitude range for the 630-nm emission is 200–

300 km. For the purpose of obtaining a realistic range of
background parameters from the idealized and MSIS pro-
files, we search in parameter space from 200–300 km alti-
tude. Using the average observed neutral temperature of
T ¼ 640K, we estimate kinematic viscosities, v, in the range
105 to 107 m2/s (see Figure 6a of VN2012). Using this range
of v, we estimate H = 20–40 km, NB = 0.009–0.011 rad/s
and cs = 580–750 m/s (see Figures 6b–6d of VN2012).
Using the PFISR data from section 4.5, we estimate
∣lz∣ ≈ 300–800 km. This range for lz overlaps with
∣lz∣ � (2–4)pH � 125–430 km from section 2.4. From
the FPI results in Table 2, lH is in the range �685–1500 km,
and w′ leads uH′ in time by 13 to 52�. Leading in time equates
to a positive w′–uH′ phase shift in x. From VN2012, the
phase shift for a large-∣lz∣ GW is typically negative (i.e., uH
leads w′), not positive, except for certain values of lH when
v is quite large (i.e., n ≥ 105 m2/s). Additionally, the fitted
ratio of the vertical to horizontal velocity amplitudes is quite
sensitive to T and NB.
[36] We perform a search in parameter space using the

GW dissipative dispersion and polarization relations to
determine which upward-propagating GWs fit the FPI and
PFISR results. We allow lH and q to range over their
values in Table 2 with 2s errors, and allow lz = �800 to
�300 km, as discussed above. These values are varied inde-
pendently of each other. We constrain tr, tIr, and the w′� uH′
and T ′�w′ phase shifts to their values in Tables 2 and 3 with
2s errors. We allow w0′=uH0′ to be somewhat lower than
the 2s result in Table 2: 0:25 < w0′=uH0′ < 0:95 We also
allow 100 T0′=T=w0′ to be somewhat larger than the 2s result
in Table 3: 0:04 < ∣100 T0′=T=w0′ ∣ ≤ 0:6.
[37] We now determine reasonable ranges over which to

vary the background parameters. Figure 10 shows the tem-
perature profile on this evening at 12 UT from the empirical
NRLMSISE-00 model [Picone et al., 2002]. The exospheric
temperature is T ¼ 614K, which underestimates the measured

Figure 9. Comparison of FPI (black) and PFISR (grey)
data and band-pass filtered signals (lines). (top) w′ measured
by PKZ and the ion velocity along the field-line (Vlos) mea-
sured by PFISR. (bottom) T measured by PKZ and Ti mea-
sured by PFISR. Dashed lines show the median values
over this time window, which are within 10 K (well within
the error bars of the measurements).

Figure 10. MSIS background temperature, T , at 12 UT.
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value by �25 K. From z = 200 to 300 km, the parameter
ranges from MSIS are H = 25–35 km, cs = 630–770 m/s,
g = 1.55–1.67, n = 105 � 6 � 106 m2/s, and NB = 0.009–
0.011 rad/s. This range of NB corresponds to buoyancy
periods of tB = 2p/NB = 9.5–12 min, with the larger value
being at the highest altitude. However, because tB increases
substantially as T increases [e.g., Yeh and Liu, 1974; Yiğit
and Medvedev, 2010], and because NB is the vertical deriv-
ative of the potential temperature, which can depart from
the MSIS profile because of tides and auroral effects, we
extend our search to range over NB = 0.007–0.011 rad/s,
where the lower limit corresponds to tB = 15 min. We allow
the background wind components, U and V, to range over
their values in Table 2. Using both the MSIS and ideal-
ized values shown in Figure 6 of VN2012 for T � 700 K,
we allow the background values to be H = 20–40 km, cs =
580–770 m/s, g = 1.55–1.67, n = 105–107 m2/s, and NB =
0.007–0.011 rad/s. All of these background values are varied
independently of each other.
[38] Figure 11 shows the results of this search. Several

hundred thousand GWs are found within this allowed
range of GW and background parameters. (This number
depends on how finely we subdivide the variables that vary
in our search.) These GWs have lH � 700–1100 km,
∣lz∣ � 350–500 km, tIr � 26–32 min, and are propagating
NEward with q � 15–50�. These GWs have ground-based
phase speeds of cH = wr /kH � 350–560 m/s. Additionally,
w′ leads uH′ by 10–20�, T ′ leads w′ by 30–50�, and w0′=uH0′ ¼
0:25–0:3 . (The fitted value with 2s errors is w0′=uH0′ ¼
0:37–0:95.) The temperature amplitude ratio is somewhat too
large; the fitted ratio of the temperature to vertical velocity
with 2s errors is 100 T0′=T

� �
=w0′ ¼ 0:18 � 0:14ð Þ m=sð Þ�1 ,

the GW solutions yield somewhat larger values of
100 T0′=T

� �
= w0′ ≥ 0:47 m=sð Þ�1. However, both of these

ratios depend sensitively on NB and H, which involve
(unmeasured) derivatives of T and r . For example, larger
buoyancy periods tend to increase w0′=uH0′ and decrease
100 T0′=T

� �
=w0′ . Figure 11i shows the dissipation factor, �,

from equation 24 of VN2012. All of these GWs have � ≥ 1,
and most have 2 ≤ � ≤ 5; therefore, most of these GWs are not
yet strongly dissipating.
[39] While there is only a weak dependence of the solu-

tions shown in Figure 11 on cs, U , and V , the solutions are
peaked strongly at n = 3 � 106 m2/s, H = 40 km, and
tB � 13–15 min. For the MSIS and idealized temperature
profiles discussed previously, these values imply altitudes of
z = 270–300 km. This is the upper portion of the 630-nm
emission layer, and suggests that the largest contribution to
this emission from the GW occurs at the highest altitudes in
this layer. Because a non-dissipating GW’s amplitude grows
exponentially with altitude, and because � ≥ 1 from
Figure 11i, this suggests that the observed GW’s amplitude
is increasing over this layer. Figure 8 (bottom right) supports
this conclusion, since the amplitude of Vlos grows rapidly
with altitude from z = 205 to 275 km, and is somewhat larger
at 310 km than at 275 km.
[40] We now restrict our results to only those GWs

at the peak of the distribution with lH = 875 km and
lz = �400 km. Approximately 9000 GWs are identified.
These GWs have tIr = 27–29 min, q = 17–48�, � = 2.0–2.5,

cH = 445 m/s, cs = 580–770 m/s, H = 40 km, g = 1.61–1.67,
and tB = 14–15 min. Figure 12 shows a typical solution for
q = 30� and tIr = 28 min. For this solution, U ¼ 116 m=s
and V ¼ �154 m=s. This GW’s ground-based phase speed
is cH = wr/kH = 445 m/s, which is much larger than the speed
of sound in the lower atmosphere. Therefore, this GW can-
not propagate (or be excited) in the lower atmosphere (i.e.,
the troposphere, stratosphere, or mesosphere). Here, we have
chosen a wave amplitude of uH0′ ¼ 28:5 m=s from Table 2,
and include an arbitrary phase offset in time for uH′ . We then
calculate u′, v′, w′, and T′ from uH′ using the compressible,
dissipative polarization relations (equations 15–17 and 20
of VN2012). Figure 12a shows this theoretical GW’s zonal,
meridional, and vertical velocity perturbations at the loca-
tion of Poker Flat. Figure 12b shows its vertical velocity and
temperature perturbations (using T ¼ 640 K). Overall, the
agreement with the FPI forward model results (Figure 4, top)
is quite good. This GW displays the most important prop-
erties of the observed GW; this theoretical GW has lH
within the range of expected values, is traveling NEward in
the observed direction, has the correct observed and intrinsic
periods, has a larger meridional than zonal velocity, has
a vertical velocity which leads the zonal and meridional
velocities in the fitted range, and has a temperature pertur-
bation which leads the vertical velocity in the fitted range.
Additionally, the amplitude of T ′ is within 2s errors from
Table 3. The only discrepancy is that the fitted amplitude
of w′ is somewhat too small. This is likely partly due to the
sensitivity of the solutions to NB and H, which are unmea-
sured. It may be due to partial interference with a smaller-
amplitude GW, or to error in the FPI measurements or
analysis. Finally, it may also be due to the fact that ∣lz∣ may
be only slightly smaller than 4pH, which is the limit of the
assumption for the theory derived in this paper.

4. Possible GW Sources

[41] From the FPI measurements, the observed GW
had a ground-based phase speed of cH = 350–770 m/s. The
GW’s intrinsic phase speed was likely greater than �310 m/s,
and thus it probably originated in the thermosphere. If its
intrinsic phase speed were less than �310 m/s (possible
given the measurement uncertainties, but not likely), it may
have originated from a source in the lower atmosphere.
[42] Possible lower-atmospheric sources of this GW

(cIH < 310 m/s) include (N.B., because this is a wintertime
observation, deep convection cannot be considered as a
likely source of this GW):
[43] 1. Secondary GWs from mountain-wave breaking in

the stratosphere or mesosphere, or possibly direct mountain
waves from gusty wind flow. Figure 13 shows vectors of the
winds at �5 km (�16400 ft). The winds are mostly south-
eastward with a magnitude of 16–20 m/s over the
mountains 400 km south of Poker Flat. We estimate a
nondimensional mountain height of hNB/U � 4–5, a
value that can be associated with significant mountain-
wave generation. Mountain waves were therefore likely
excited that evening. If the wind was quite gusty, mountain
waves with non-zero phase speeds could have been excited;
if energetic enough, some of these GWs might have propa-
gated directly to the thermosphere. More likely, the mountain
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Figure 11. Parameters of the GWs and background fluid which lie within the range of fitted GW values
and background values, as described in the text. (a) lH. (b) lz. (c) tIr. (d) q. (e) w′ � uH′ phase shift.
(f ) w0′=uH0′ . (g) T ′ � w′ phase shift. (h) 100 T0′=T

� �
=w0′ , (i) �. ( j) cs. (k) n/1 � 106. (l) tB = 2p/NB.

(m) H. (n) U. (o) V. (p) g.
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waves would have broken in the stratosphere or mesosphere
[Fritts and Alexander, 2003], exciting larger-scale secondary
GWs with larger phase speeds, which could have then
propagated to z � 250 km.
[44] 2. GWs excited by cold fronts or frontal systems

[Laštovička, 2006].
[45] More likely, this GW originated in the thermosphere.

Possible thermospheric sources of this GW include
(cIH > 100 m/s):
[46] 3. Shear-generated GWs [Fritts and Alexander,

2003]. Here, the neutral wind shear may have been created
by auroral convection.
[47] 4. Tertiary GWs excited by the dissipation of sec-

ondary GWs from mountain-wave breaking in the strato-
sphere or mesosphere. In this scenario, the secondary GWs
excited by the breaking of mountain wave waves south of
PFISR (as discussed above) would propagate into the ther-
mosphere and dissipate below z < 200–225 km. (Note that
GWs observed by PFISR during the daytime winter over
Alaska in 2006 were identified as likely being secondary
GWs from mountain wave breaking [Vadas and Nicolls,
2009]). The dissipation of these secondary GWs accel-
erates the neutral fluid, and excites larger-lH and larger-cH
tertiary GWs [Vadas and Liu, 2009]. Those larger-lH ter-
tiary GWs propagating northward could be detected by
PFISR and the FPI network.
[48] 5. GWs excited by auroral forcing [e.g., Hocke and

Schlegel, 1996; Walterscheid et al., 1985; Mayr et al.,
1987], perhaps via Joule heating, direct particle precipita-
tion, Lorentz forcing, or induced horizontal body forces
associated with auroral convection / ion drag. In this latter

mechanism, the horizontal body forces are in response to the
rapid changes in the neutral background wind from auroral
convection and ion drag; GWs are then excited in response
to these temporally evolving body forces [Vadas and Fritts,
2001]. The observed GW horizontal wavelength and period

Figure 12. One of the theoretical GW solutions from Figure 11 at the peak of the distribution using
max(uH) = 24.6 m/s. This GW has lH = 750 km, lz = � 450 km, q = 20�, tIR = 26 min, and tr = 32 min.
The values are calculated at PF at z = 260 km. An arbitrary time offset has been added. (a) u′ (solid), v′
(dashed), and w′ (dotted). (b) w′ (dotted) and T′ (dash-dotted).

Figure 13. Wind vectors over Alaska and northwestern
Canada at 12 UT on 10 January 2010 (purple arrows). The
pressure level is 500 mb, which corresponds to an altitude
of �5 km. The length of each vector is proportional to the
speed, which has a maximum value of 33.4 m/s. PFISR is
shown as a red star. Areas with large mountains taller than
�2–3 km are shown as brown shading. (There are many
mountains taller than 4 km in these areas.)
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are fairly typical of aurorally generated waves [e.g., Bristow
et al., 1996].
[49] Figure 14 shows 6 frames of combined measurements

from the Poker Flat SDI all-sky (�200–300-km) red and
green-line (�120-km) neutral winds as well as frames from a
digital all-sky camera at Poker Flat overlaid on a map of
Alaska from 9–1330 UT. The auroral activity took place
primarily to the north until an expansion toward the south
began developing at around 1148 UT (2648 LT) (precise
timing cannot be seen in these frames, which are plotted
hourly). This auroral form reached zenith at Poker Flat
at �1201 UT (2701 LT) and became very active over
20 minutes subsiding by 1250 UT (2750) LT. Pulsating
auroral forms were observed during this time.

[50] Clear oscillations of the monochromatic GW were
seen in the vertical velocity component after 2530 LT (see
Figure 2b). Because this GW propagated northeastward, and
because the aurora did not move south of Poker Flat until
�2648 LT, auroral effects, such as Joule heating, that may
have generated the GW must have been to the south of the
dominant activity. Because height-resolved convection
measurements were not available from PFISR on this night,
we cannot evaluate the Joule heating rates to investigate this
as a possible source. It is possible that Lorentz body-force
acceleration created this GW [e.g., Chimonas and Hines,
1970; Francis, 1975; Hunsucker, 1977, 1982; Jing and
Hunsucker, 1993] associated with the brightening ofthe
auroral form. Further insight is gained by examining the
magnetometer deflections, which are plotted in Figure 15 for
three stations: from North to South, Kaktovik, Ft. Yukon,
and Poker Flat. Auroral currents before 1030 UT were sig-
nificant only well to the north of Poker Flat. After that time,
as indicated by the negative H deflections, Ft. Yukon and
Poker Flat were under the influence of the westward elec-
trojet region. The generally positive Z values at Kaktovik,
negative Z values at Poker Flat, and �zero-average Z values
over Ft. Yukon indicate that the average location of the
electrojet was near Ft. Yukon. Given that the magnetic
deflections over Poker Flat began to increase around
1030 UT, around the time that the wave perturbations were
initially seen by the FPI network, the GW may have been
created by Lorentz forcing associated with auroral currents.
[51] Turning back to the wind measurements shown in

Figure 14, another possibility for the generation of the GW
is the rapid, large-scale changes in the background neutral
wind field at both E- and F-region heights. The spatially
resolved Poker Flat SDI measurements show that between
9 and 1030 UT, enhanced westward convection associated
with pre-midnight (�11 UT) auroral flows was forcing
the neutral winds to the north of Poker Flat westward at both
E- and F-region heights. After magnetic midnight, the con-
vection reversed, and the winds responded, so that the sense
of the meridional shear in the (magnetic) zonal wind also
reversed. This change in the wind field was fairly rapid and
implies significant acceleration of the horizontal wind. The
horizontal acceleration is analogous to a horizontal body
force, the response to which depends both on the spatial and
temporal extent of the forcing [Vadas and Fritts, 2001].
Determining whether the rapid changes in the wind field
could have been the source of the observed GW activity
would require modeling this neutral wind acceleration and
assessing the characteristics of the excited GWs at the
observation altitude.
[52] If the source were indeed auroral, the fact that the

wave was observed to propagate northward may seem sur-
prising given that most of the auroral activity was to the
north of Poker Flat. However, there are several reasons why
GWs generated by auroral activity to the north of Poker may
not have been observed. Because the background winds
were strongly southward (see Table 2 and Figure 3), south-
ward propagating waves would have large intrinsic periods
(if the observed GW were propagating southward with
the same parameters, it would have tIr > �45 min). For
example, for a source at z = 120 km, Figure 4b of Vadas
[2007] indicates that such a wave would have a fairly short

Figure 15. Magnetometer deflections from 8–15 UT on
10 January 2010 from 3 Alaska stations: Kaktovik
(70.14�N), Ft. Yukon (66.56�N), and Poker Flat (65.12�N).
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vertical wavelength (�100 km) and a dissipation altitude of
200–225 km. This would make these waves difficult /
impossible to detect with the methods used in this paper.
Such waves would have traveled �750 km horizontally and
�1–1.5 h prior to dissipating [see Vadas, 2007, Figure 5b].
In contrast, a northward propagating wave under these
background wind conditions would propagate much more
quickly (and with a smaller horizontal propagation distance)
to the observation altitude. Finally, observations from the
Dynamics Explorer 2 satellite have shown that the majority
of the aurorally generated wave activity is observed to occur
poleward of the nominal auroral oval [Innis and Conde,
2002], which seems to be consistent with this interpreta-
tion. Geometrical spreading may also contribute to differ-
ences in observability as waves propagate from their source.

5. Conclusions

[53] We have examined a �monochromatic GW with a
32-minute period detected by three FPI instruments in
Alaska on 9–10 January 2010. The unique feature of these
observations was that the LOS velocity, vertical velocity,
and temperature perturbations of the GW were measured at
multiple locations, thereby allowing for a detailed compari-
son with GW dissipative theory. We used a forward-fitting
model applied to the LOS and vertical velocities in order to
infer the following GW parameters: horizontal wavelength
lH � 685–1500 km, propagation direction q = 17–50�, and
horizontal phase speed cH = 350–770 m/s. The northward
propagation of the wave was confirmed by Poker Flat SDI
observations. It was found that the phase shift/amplitude
ratio between w′, uH′ , and the temperature perturbation, T′,
did not follow the conventional “Boussinesq” solutions,
thereby implying that ∣lz∣ ≫ H and/or that the GW was
affected (to some extent) by viscosity. PFISR also observed
this upward-propagating GW, from which an estimate and
lower-bound of lz was obtained.
[54] We compared these observations and fitted results

with GW dissipative theory. We found that we were able to
find solutions within the range of the measurements, thereby
validating the theory and its inherent assumptions (e.g., that
the GW source is temporally and spatially localized, and that
v can be assumed locally constant for the GW) for this one
case. The “most likely” theoretical GW had lH = 750 km,
lz = �450 km, and cH = 390 m/s, and was consistent with
background parameters near the upper portion of the 630-nm
emission layer.
[55] We also discussed possible sources of this GW. Since

the GW most likely originated in the thermosphere, and
given the observational coincidence with the time of
enhanced auroral activity, the most likely sources include
Joule heating, Lorentz forcing, wind shear, or induced body
forcing of the horizontal wind by auroral convection, cur-
rents, and precipitation. A large-scale, fairly rapid (tens-of-
minutes) reconfiguration of the background horizontal wind
at both E- and F-region heights was observed by the Poker
Flat SDI, which may have been induced by auroral con-
vection and generated the observed GW. While most of the
auroral activity and dynamics occurred to the north of Poker
Flat, the background wind conditions favored northward-
propagating GWs, consistent with the observations. Finally,
since there were large winds in the mountains 400–500 km

south of Poker Flat, we cannot rule out the possibility that this
GW may have been a tertiary GW excited by the dissipation
of secondary GWs created by mountain-wave breaking.
[56] These observations and results show that multiple,

high-resolution FPI instruments can be used to observe
individual GWs in the thermosphere. Forward modeling can
then be used to determine their parameters. The GW dissi-
pative theory derived in the companion paper can then be
used to infer unmeasured parameters (such as lz). Additional
measurements from co-located instruments sensitive to
neutral parameters (such as all-sky imaging FPI systems)
and/or able to measure range-resolved parameters (such as
incoherent scatter radars) are useful for confirming derived
wave properties and investigating wave sources.
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